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Government cuts public services instead
of addressing revenue problem
By Bill Moore-Kilgannon
Executive Director, PIA

T

he Redford government’s budget will result in many cuts that
will hurt families and undermine public services and the economy.
Public Interest Alberta was at the
legislature on budget day to speak out
to the media to express our shock. We
will be organizing with our task forces
and community mobilizers to challenge the threats to our essential public
services.
One of the most shocking decisions made by the government was to
significantly cut operational support
for Alberta’s post-secondary education
system. The 7% cut is going to result
in the elimination of programs, a reduction of students and staff lay-offs.
We anticipate that institutions will be
putting pressure on the government to
change the tuition fee policy to allow
them to increase tuition costs as well
as non-instructional mandatory fees.
The Ministry of Human Services
received a seven million dollar cut
and will have no ability to achieve the
Premier’s promise to eliminate child
poverty in five years. While there were
some slight increases to certain line
items, other supports for vulnerable
Albertans were heavily cut - in particular, training programs (30.9%) and
career development services (18.2%).
The Summer Temporary Employment Program (STEP), that helped

2,400 non-profit agencies hire 3,000
students, has been eliminated. These
short-sighted cuts will mean that many
low-income young people will not be
able to get the training and support
they need.
Furthermore, cuts to the education
budget are going to mean the quality
of our education will suffer as teachers and support staff will be laid-off at
a time when our school population is
growing. PIA’s Education Task Force
is conducting a survey about increased
classroom sizes and is hearing that
far too many teachers are not able to
provide the more individual attention
required by many students.
Finally, the government’s decision
not to increase the health care budget to match the rate of inflation and
population growth will put more strain
on our healthcare system. Seniors are

very upset that the new pharmacare
program will mean that middle income
seniors with chronic health conditions
that require extensive medication will
see their drug costs skyrocket. Furthermore, the government has cut the
enhanced homecare and rehabilitation
program from $34.4 million to $29.5
million which will mean fewer people
will get the support they need at home
once they are discharged from the
hospital. The government is also not
going to fulfill the election promise
of 1,000 new long-term care beds per
year, but will instead be giving public
dollars to more corporations to run our
seniors continuing care system.
The most frustrating part of this
budget is the government’s refusal
to address their revenue problems.
Alberta is one of the wealthiest places
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We hope you enjoy the first issue of
our new publication, the Advocate. This
newsletter is intended to be space to
share stories and tools for advocacy and
will be published three times a year.

Who We Are

Public Interest Alberta (PIA) is a provincewide organization focused on advocacy
and education on public interest issues.
Founded in 2004, PIA exists to foster
an understanding of the importance of
public services, institutions and spaces in
Albertans’ lives, and to build a network of
organizations and individuals committed
to advancing the public interest.

Cuts to public services
in the world and the government had
many other choices, including a more
progressive tax system. Instead, under
pressure from the extreme right-wing
represented by the Wildrose Party,
Redford has said that they will maintain the flat tax and low corporate tax

(continued from page 1)

rates, which greatly benefit the very
wealthy.
Public Interest Alberta will continue to advocate for more investments
in quality public services, and will
fight against further cuts and privatization in the months to come.

We believe that the primary responsibility
of government is to advance the collective
interests of the citizens of Alberta. This
entails a commitment to accessibility,
equity, inclusion and democracy in our
communities, institutions and society.
Executive Director
Bill Moore-Kilgannon
Office Manager
Karen Werlin
Communications Assistant
Kathryn Lennon
Calgary Outreach Coordinator
Julie Hrdlicka
Medicine Hat Community Mobilizer
Alison Van Dyke
Lethbridge Community Mobilizer
Lorinda Peel
Grande Prairie Community Mobilizer
Heather Haiste
Red Deer Community Mobilizer
Stephen Merredew

Classroom conditions survey

We want to hear from you! PIA’s Education Task Force is collecting information
about classroom conditions in Alberta in order to help create a discussion about
what we need to do to develop the full potential of all Alberta children. Visit our
website to complete a short survey at: www.pialberta.org/action-areas/
education/task-force/survey-alberta-classroom-conditions

Support Our Work!

Share Your Voice!

Public Interest Alberta relies solely on the
financial support of our individual and
organizational members to build a strong
advocacy network across Alberta.

Public Interest Alberta
3rd Floor, 10512 122 Street NW
Edmonton, AB T5N 1M6
Ph: 780.420.0471
Email: office@pialberta.org
www.pialberta.org

Become a member and join us in
advocating for a future that prioritizes:
• healthy and well educated families
• a clean sustainable environment
• vibrant, equitable and safe communities
• quality public services
• a strong transparent democratic system
• all paid for by fair taxation and royalties

We welcome contributions. Submit
letters, articles and comments, which may
be edited, to:

Join on-line:
www.pialberta.org/join
or call 780.420.0471
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Government reneges on election commitment to seniors
By Noel Somerville
Chair, PIA Seniors Task Force

D

uring the spring provincial
election campaign, Premier
Redford’s government made
a very specific commitment that also
appeared on the PC Party campaign
website. That commitment was “to
increase the number of long-term care
spaces by 1,000 per year for the next
five years.”
We applauded that commitment as
exactly the right thing to do, not just
for the seniors who require such placement, but also to relieve the pressure
on the health care system created by
seniors awaiting placement in emergency departments, acute care beds
and transition units in hospitals.
The security of that commitment
came under question when Health
Minister Fred Horne referred to increasing the number of continuing care
spaces by 1,000 per year for the next
five years.
The Alberta government, itself,
defines “long-term care” as referring
to only two things:
• Auxiliary hospital beds as defined
in the Hospitals Act, or
• Nursing Home beds as defined in
the Nursing Home Act.
“Continuing care”, on the other
hand, refers to the full spectrum of
care venues from lodges through to the
various levels of assisted and supportive living facilities, all the way up to
long-term care.
The honouring of the commitment
was a major topic of discussion at a
meeting arranged by the Seniors Task
Force of Public Interest Alberta with
Minister of Health, Fred Horne and
Associate Minister of Seniors, George
VanderBurg. This meeting occurred on
October 3, 2012.
The ministers explained that their
view of the commitment was to increase the number of spaces by 1,000
per year for the next five years, built to

PIA’s Seniors
Task Force
delivers
thousands
of signed
postcards to
the Honourable
Fred Horne,
Minister of
Health,
October 3, 2012.

Schedule B-2 of the Alberta Building
Code (the standard normally required
for long-term care facilities) but that
these facilities would, in fact, be used
to accommodate seniors at all care
levels, so that they could ‘age in place’
and not have to move when their care
needs increased.

“That being so, one
has to wonder why the
government believes that
private, for-profit delivery
is wrong for health care,
but right for seniors care?”
			

-Noel Somerville

What the ministers were describing is the same format outlined in
the Continuing Care Centre Concept
Paper that the government used this
past summer in closed-door consultations with facility operators. It is not
specifically a care proposal but rather
a business proposal, designed to attract voluntary and private, for-profit
operators to build facilities with both
different levels of care and different
levels of accommodation, all available
based on the patient’s ability to pay.

Our concern is that the Continuing
Care Centre concept is an old idea that
has been revived to distract attention
from the real agenda, which is to further privatize the seniors care system,
thereby off-loading the government’s
responsibility and costs onto investor owned corporations and, through
them, onto those who require the care.
Interestingly, Premier Redford
garnered a great deal of support during the PC leadership race when she
challenged Gary Mar’s suggestion that
Albertans were ready for more private, for-profit delivery of health care.
That being so, one has to wonder why
the government believes that private,
for-profit delivery is wrong for health
care, but right for seniors care?
However they rationalize it, it is
clear that the Alberta government has
reneged on its promise and is simply
unwilling to address the chronic shortage of long-term care spaces in this
province, a shortage that profoundly
affects Alberta’s most vulnerable seniors and is a major contributor to the
bed shortages and long wait times in
Alberta’s acute care hospitals.
This article also appeared in the
December 2012 edition of Edmonton
Senior.
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Join a seniors’ constituency action team!
Connect with other passionate people in your area.
Engage in action.
Influence government.
Constituency Action Teams consist of at least five people who
meet with their MLA several times a year to explain seniors issues,
propose solutions, and support the mobilizing efforts of PIA’s
Seniors Task Force.
To start, or join a team in your constituency, contact the PIA office
at 780.420.0471 or communications@pialberta.org or sign-up
online: www.pialberta.org/cat-team-sign-up.

Guiding principles: changing the conversation
about Alberta’s water
The Alberta government’s “Water
Conversation” process runs from
February 17 to March 29, 2013.
Those who have waited for years for
promised consultations on the future
of water in Alberta are extremely
frustrated, saying this process fails
to give the public an opportunity to
meaningfully participate. The Our
Water Is Not for Sale (OWINFS)
Network, which PIA is a member of,
believes that the following principles
should guide water allocation and
policy in the province:
1. The market should not decide who
has access to water, and licence
holders should not be able to profit
from licenses they were granted in
the past for free.
2. Water transfers should not result in
an overall increase in water use.
Only volumes based on reductions
in water use resulting from
conservation measures should
be allowed, and any transfers in

over-allocated basins must require
a holdback to return water to the
river.
3. Water regulation and allocation
must be democratic and
transparent. It must be managed
by bodies that are accountable to
the public, such as government or
First Nations management plans.
4. Not all water use is the same.
There must be a system of priority
for water use that guides allocation
decisions.
5. Indigenous rights, and the voices
of Alberta’s diverse First Nations
and Métis communities, must
be an essential part of processes
regarding decision-making about
water.
6. Water policy and management,
including the establishment of
minimum instream flow needs,
should be based on science.

To date, the government has not
received many responses to its online
survey. If you provide input before
March 29, 2013 your voice has the
potential to shift the outcome. To
find out how to engage, visit www.
ourwaterisnotforsale.com
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3. Twitter enables you to make
direct contact with people or
organizations in a public forum.

6. Following local accounts can be
like seeing a constantly updated
events calendar.

If you write a letter to the Prime
Minister, only you and the Prime
Minister’s office know that you’ve
sent it. On Twitter, your comments
are on public display. Even if you
don’t get a direct response, not
only has the recipient seen it, all
of your followers will have seen
it too, which makes for a public
record that can’t be denied (this is
a double-edged sword, be careful
what you tweet!). I tweeted my MP,
LaVar Payne, and Prime Minister
Harper about Chief Theresa
Spence’s hunger strike.

You’ll always know about charity
events or upcoming concerts.

4. You will have broader insight
into what is going on through
citizen journalism.

By Alison Van Dyke
Community Mobilizer, PIA

1. You’ll know what is going
on before everyone else does,
including mainstream media.
On Twitter, the Arab Spring, Occupy
and #IdleNoMore movements were
part of the collective consciousness
long before the mainstream media
started covering them.

2. You’ll be able to keep up with
events in real time.
No more waiting for the 6 o’clock
news, or tomorrow’s newspaper
to read accounts of events. Follow
along as it happens, by following the
hashtag feed. (Providing someone is
tweeting about it of course, and there
is ALWAYS someone tweeting about
everything!)

I follow several provincial political
pundits on Twitter who regularly voice
opinions, provide links to articles
or blog posts, and have scooped
mainstream media, particularly during
the last provincial election.

5. You can make valuable
connections in your own
community.
I follow people and organizations
in three main groupings: 1. News
Agencies, 2. Unions/Labour/
Advocacy/Political groups, and 3.
Local tweeps. I’ve made connections
with people that I would be unlikely to
come across IRL (In Real Life). I have
seen virtual strangers become friends,
offering help and encouragement
when it’s needed. I have seen small,
local businesses flourish because of
Twitter connections. We have created
a community within our community
that would never have existed if it
wasn’t for Twitter.

You’ll also become familiar with
the people associated with local
organizations, which is tremendously
helpful when you are trying to
coordinate something.

7. You can crowd source.
Are there local events or rallies
coming up for a cause that you
support? Are you looking for a new
job? Are you in desperate need of a
good plumber? All of these questions
can be answered by your local Twitter
network, particularly if you are an
active participant and have built up a
strong local social connection.

8. You can influence others with
your ideas.
If you’ve shown yourself to be a
reasonable and knowledgeable person
in your field, you will be approached
by others seeking information about
that topic. Strive to be that person
for your advocacy work in your
community. The more connections
you make, the bigger the response and
more influence you will have when
you launch a campaign or promote an
event.
Alison Van Dyke is PIA’s Medicine
Hat Community Mobilizer. A friend
convinced her to join Twitter in 2011.
Since then, it has become an amazing
tool for her own social advocacy, as
well as a source of new and interesting
ideas. She can now say that she
unabashedly loves Twitter!
Follow her: @madinthehat
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Taking action on childcare issues
By Cari Gulbrandsen

I

t is ironic that I am looking at
ways to take action on childcare
issues now, at this point in my life.
My child, who was once in childcare,
is now 22. I remember how essential
having quality childcare was and how
fortunate I feel that I was able to eventually find it.
However, it was a struggle and an
effort to secure it at the time. What is
striking about this now, in retrospect,
is the amount of tenacity and advocacy
my childcare search and obtaining a
subsidy required. If I had to undertake
this process again now, I don’t know
if I would have the stamina. I hear
countless stories about how difficult
things have become. What is most sad
to me is that families who are already
struggling with inadequate resources
are getting the run around and that
all parents have very few accredited
centres to choose from. For families
already subject to stress due to poverty, fighting to find quality childcare
is one battle too many.
I have also explored other complexities involved in childcare. Another issue that really concerns me is
the welfare of childcare workers and
how they are often not getting a living
wage for the valuable work that they
do. It has become clear to me how the
issue of classism is embedded at all
intersections.
Corporatized childcare is kind of
like McDonalds. Quality is necessarily
compromised to maximize shareholder
benefits. This seems plain wrong when
the only place the funds should be
going is back into programs to support
children’s development. It is disturbing that this is also happening in senior
care. It seems that the very young
and the very old are punished for not
contributing to the economy. That
aside, I would be interested to know

more about why there aren’t more
not-for-profit centres. Is the support
inadequate for this type of venture?
It is worth looking at countries
such as Sweden and the Netherlands
where early childhood is more of a
priority. I understand that in some
Scandinavian countries, there is an established early childhood curriculum,
and childcare is viewed as essential to
socialization of children. Of course,
those countries have an adequate tax
base and a more socialist policy framework. From what I have read, citizens
generally think that the investment is
worth it. Sadly, there is no indication
that the provincial and federal governments are willing to learn from other
nations who are doing a good job on
childcare. Their message to parents is

crystal clear, “It’s YOUR problem!”
How do we get elected officials to realize this issue is all about the greater
good?
I would like to join in and be part
of the solution. Once a mom, always
a mom - and there are no shortages of
things to worry about when it comes to
our (collective) children’s welfare. My
biggest question is, “What can I do to
help, and where does improving things
start?”
If you would like to get involved in
PIA’s childcare campaign, or would
like to have copies of our childcare
brochure, please contact the office at
780.421.0471 or go to our website at
http://pialberta.org/action-areas/
childcare
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Achieving the promise - Not!
By Bill Moore-Kilgannon
Executive Director, PIA

P

IA’s Human Services and
Poverty Task Force has been
advocating for the establishment
of a comprehensive poverty reduction
strategy for over five years. Therefore,
we were very pleased when during the
last election, Premier Redford announced a promise to eliminate child
poverty within five years and reduce
poverty for everyone in ten years.
In November 2012, we published
our latest report on poverty in Alberta
called, “Achieving the Promise.” The
report reveals that there are 91,000
children living below the Low Income
Measure in Alberta. While the top 10%
of income earners have seen their real
wages (adjusted for inflation) double
in the last twenty years, the bottom
twenty percent of earners have barely
seen any gain. This explains why over
50% of children in poverty actually
had at least one parent working full
time, full year. Alberta has the second
lowest minimum wage in Canada
(just ahead of Saskatchewan), and one
in four employed Albertans actually
make less than $15/hour.
The report was launched at a public
forum with many excellent speakers
who spoke about practical and achievable solutions to poverty. They called
for comprehensive public early childhood education and care, support for
full day kindergarten and for children
with special needs, more accessible
and affordable post-secondary education, better support for people with
disabilities and for new immigrants,
an increased minimum wage and a real
low-income housing strategy.
PIA and members also actively
participated in public consultations on
the “Social Policy Framework” last
fall. Unfortunately, the Alberta government did not accept many solutions
proposed by the public. Instead, the

government’s new Social Policy
Framework’s takes up the British Conservative government’s
“Big Society” plan to transfer
delivery of social services to the
not-for-profit and for-profit sectors.
Unfortunately, the provincial
budget also revealed how hollow the rhetoric is in the Social
Policy Framework. Instead of
taking real steps to achieve the
promise of eliminating poverty,
we see the opposite; the cutting of the Summer Temporary
Employment Program, massive cuts
to post-secondary education, failure
to follow through on the promise for
full day kindergarten, shutting down
public facilities for some of Alberta’s
most vulnerable like the Michener
Centre in Red Deer and public seniors
care facilities, and massive cuts to job
training programs.
The Ministry says it will be de-

veloping its comprehensive poverty
reduction strategy over the next few
months.
PIA plans to mobilize people across
the province to challenge the government to come up with more than nice
rhetoric; we need real strategies that
will actually achieve the promise and
make Alberta a better place to live for
everyone. To get involved, sign up for
action updates on PIA’s website.

What We’re Reading

Books and reports that crossed our desk in 2012
Follow the Money: Where is Alberta’s
Wealth Going? Kevin Taft, with Mel
McMillan and Junaid Jahangir
Beautiful Trouble: A Toolbox for
Revolution Andrew Boyd, with Dave
Oswald Mitchell
A Healthy Society: How a Focus
on Health Can Revive Canadian
Democracy Ryan Meili
The Energy of Slaves: Oil and the New
Servitude Andrew Nikiforuk
Organize! Building from the Local for
Global Justice Aziz Choudry, Jill Hanley
& Eric Shragge, Eds
End This Depression Now Paul Krugman

A Social Policy Framework for Alberta:
Fairness and Justice for All
Diana Gibson, Alberta College of Social
Workers and the Parkland Institute
Moving Waters: Water Management
Options to Achieve Social, Economic,
and Environmental Goals Julia Ko and
William F. Donahue, Water Matters
Some of these books are on the Calgary
Sustainability Book Club reading list,
which PIA is proud to sponsor. They
meet 6:00 pm on the third Wednesday
of the month @ Pages Books, 1135
Kensington Road, NW.
Contact gerald@arusha.org or
jverwijis@yahoo.com for further
information.
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Nominate an advocate!

The Public Interest Award was created in order to give
public recognition to those making important contributions
to promoting the public interest in Alberta. Alberta Views is
sponsoring the 2013 awards which will be presented at the
following times during PIA’s advocacy conference:
Southern Alberta Award: Calgary, April 10 @ 7:00 pm
Northern Alberta Award: Edmonton, April 12 @ 7:30 pm
Two awards will be given to individuals or organizations
that have made exemplary contributions in one or more of
the following ways:
•
•

effectively drawing public attention to the importance
of preserving and enhancing elements of public
services, institutions, or spaces for the public good
mobilizing support or promoting effective cooperation

the Advocate

among individuals and organizations in one or more
of the above areas
• working to strengthen Alberta’s public spheres and
public interest in any other effective manner.
Nomination forms are available on the website and
must be submitted to the PIA office by March 25th.

“Rockin’ with People Power:
Celebrating our Strength”
Join PIA and Friends of Medicare for an evening of
music and entertainment on Friday, April 11 @ 7:00 pm.
This fundraising event will be held during our advocacy
conference at the Chateau Louis Conference Centre,
11727 Kingsway Avenue, Edmonton.
Tickets are only $20. Call PIA, FOM 780.423.4581 or
purchase on-line @ www.pialberta.org

